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“As both a semiconductor and platform provider for mobile wireless devices, Freescale
Semiconductor is proud to support the TCG and this first specification release of the Mobile
Phone Platform Specification. We have been an active supporter and contributor to the TCG
MPWG standards effort to ensure trust and owner privacy on embedded application platforms like
cell phones. These standards will ultimately enable Freescale's security solution to offer a level
of assurance and trusted interoperability that will pave the way to new frontiers of consumer
confidence and commercial opportunity.”
Ken Hansen, Senior Technical Fellow and Director of Advanced Technology, Wireless &
Mobile Systems Group, Freescale Semiconductor
Contact:

Robin Vaitonis
512-895-2723

“As mobile handsets continue to get smarter and network availability and services become
ubiquitous, the ability to protect information, use content and handle transactions safely becomes
increasingly important. Motorola believes that open standards for mobile device security, such as
the new specification from Trusted Computing Group, are an effective way to provide data and
device security that is interoperable and efficient for all participants in the value chain.”
Joe Hansen, Engineering Manager, Security Technology Center, Motorola, Inc.
Contact:

Jennifer Lyons
847-523-4739

“Nokia welcomes the new open specification developed by Trusted Computing Group’s Mobile
Phone Work Group. The mobile security specification represents a good opportunity for the entire
industry as it enables developing a broader range of security-demanding services for mobile
platforms.”
Kai Öistämö, Executive Vice President and General Manager of Mobile Phones, Nokia
“Open security standards are the best way to get the strongest possible solutions for network
devices, such as mobile phones and PCs. As a trusted computing software and services provider,
Wave Systems is excited to see the significant progress that has been made by the Trusted
Computing Group, including this important milestone announcement by the TCG Mobile Phone
Work Group encompassing specifications for a fundamental new security building block for cell
phones.”
Lark Allen, executive vice president, Wave Systems
919-872-8740

